
ONE STANDARD SIDE ENTRY WITH LOCKING SYSTEM
Picture shows the DELUXE entry option with the door fully opened

END OF BED ENTRY:  Additional entry at the foot of the bed allows for a 
second access point. The side entry is installed to the left when facing the end of 
bed entry. *

CONVERTIBLE SIDE ENTRY WITH TWO ZIPPER ACCESS AND 
LOCKING SYSTEM ON BOTH SIDES. This model gives the most access 
options for the caregiver and allows for access on both sides and above the bed. *

FRAME PADS:  Cover the top and sides of aluminum frame to provide additional 
safety for seizure diagnoses and self-harming behavior. Padding is sewn into the top of the 
enclosure and in each side frame cover so they are simple to zip on. Our frame pads are 
water resistant and fire retardant making them easy to wash and dry (on low setting).

ACCESS POINTS:  1-1/8” ID metal grommets installed on left and right 
sides of the enclosure to serve as access points for use with feeding tubes, oxygen 
tubing, pulse-ox sensors, etc. Two on each side, four total.

ADDITIONAL COVERLET:  Coverlets zip in and fully enclose the mattress, 
removing the potential entrapment zones per FDA guidelines. Coverlets can be upgraded to 
include waterproof padding. 

ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE

TRAVEL CASE & AIR MATTRESS FOR TRAVELING:  Our beds
weigh less than 38 lbs / 17 kg and come with a durable travel suitcase.** Includes an 
air mattress with built-in electric pump for US & Canada and battery pump for other 
international sizes.**

STABILIZING STRAPS:  Straps keep bed from tipping or moving, 
recommended for older children, adults or to counteract rambunctious activity.  
PLEASE NOTE: Stabilizing straps need to be attached to your traditional bed frame or box spring. 

INSIDE POCKET:  8” X 10” in size and made from black mesh fabric, the 
pocket can be used for storing communication devices, toys, eye glasses or 
other items.

SCREEN TOP FOR VIDEO:  It’s a transparent mesh that works with infrared 
camera that can being stalled on the top of The Safety Sleeper at an additional 
charge.
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MODEL OPTIONS

TWIN OR FULL SIZES AVAILABLE

All Safety Sleepers include free US Shipping.

* All entries come with zipper access and locking system
** Not covered under warranty

WATERPROOF COVERLETS: Our waterproof coverlet ensures easy 
transitions between bed washings and security during spills and accidents.



A Safe, Fully Enclosed and Versatile Bed System For Children 
And Adults With Special Needs

Q:  Who was The Safety Sleeper developed for?
A:   

Q:  What are some diagnoses that benefit from The Safety Sleeper?
A:   

Q:  Is The Safety Sleeper covered by insurance?
A:   

Q:   How does The Safety Sleeper compare in price and value?
A:    Less than $4,000, The Safety Sleeper is the most affordable bed on the market against  
         comparable bed systems. Lower priced options exist, but they do not offer long lasting    
         durability and protection and are meant for only small children. Other more comparable            
         beds range in cost from $4,000 – $12,000. 

Q:   How easy is The Safety Sleeper to assemble?
A:    

FDA Registered: Registration # 3011389091 | Owner/Operator # 10048434. As a Class 1 
medical device, The Safety Sleeper is designed to meet the FDA 7 Zones of Entrapment guide-
lines of the most common entrapment areas.

Different Color Options Available Bed material is Fire Retardant

Anyone living with a diagnosis that affects sleep or having a night-time sleep schedule. These 
individuals may experience wandering at night, elopement, falling out of bed during seizures 
night tantrums, head banging, inability to self-soothe due to over-stimulation; hurting self, 
damaging the home or causing fires due to inability to discern safety issues.

Alzheimer’s Disease, Angelman’s Syndrome, Autism, Brain Injury, Cerebral Palsy, Dementia, 
Down Syndrome, Epilepsy, Genetic Disorder, Mitochondrial Disease, Sleepwalking, Smith 
Magenis Syndrome (SMS).

In many states, The Safety Sleeper has been covered through Medicaid, Medicaid 
HMOs, Medical Waiver and in several cases – private insurance.  Each state is different 
in coverage and most insurers require a physician’s prescription and letter of medical 
necessity. Our Customer Care team is available to assist you with resources to help with the 
insurance approval process. Call us at 724-96-SLEEP or email sales@thesafetysleeper.com.

The Safety Sleeper should take 15 minutes to assemble. Instructions are included with the 
product and a link to our assembly video is provided.  Here are two important tips about 
the assembly of The Safety Sleeper: 1.) The Coverlet functions as the sheet for your bed. It 
is designed to fully enclose the mattress and has a hidden zipper. There is a separate video 
about the coverlet on our website. 2.) The air mattress is for TRAVEL USE ONLY. For daily 
use, a standard twin/full size mattress between 9-11 inches high is recommended.


